REVISION POLICY FOR THE
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY CODE DOCUMENT GUIDE


Changes to these documents will be noted as follows:

1. The index page of the Fire/Life Safety Code Documentation Guide will note the date of revision behind the specific document. For example, following the document title, (revised MM-DD-YY) will be added. Only the date of the most recent revision will be noted.

2. Within each specific revised document (narrative, policy, form, etc.), all most recent revisions to the language will be underlined. Underlining will be removed from any revision made prior to the most recent. This will make it easy to assure that your copy is up-to-date.

If you have any questions regarding this policy, please contact Bob Dehler, P.E., Engineering Program Manager, Engineering Services Section at robert.dehler@state.mn.us or (651) 201-3710.
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